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Appendix to my letter October l9ú 2009

I neglected to mention that City offrcials appointed a Board ofDirectors to divide the
generation from the distribution and form two corporations. The board is the same for
both corporations.

For the first ninety years this utility was one entity with the directors elected by the
people and the elected Mayor being a representative on the board.

It is extremely important that the O.E.B. look beyond the corporate vale to the true
shareholders, the electrical customers. To permit one corporation to purposely operate
with a loss and the second corporation to make huge profìts which are directed away
from the electrical customers must be recognized as consumer taxation.

In this, as in reçent years, well over a million dollars per year have been redirected to the
community (hospital, charity, City council etc.) Prior to this corporate division of the
utility, once the old utility was debt free, the major portion of the excess profïts was given
as a dividend to its customers.

I believe that O.E,B. can order that the exiting rates be maintained with a portion of the
generation profits used in part to support the distribution corporation's request. This is
not a subsidy. The electrical consumers should not be made pawns in absorbing this rate
increase.

Enclosed is a recent example of how some ofthe generation profïts are presently given,
none of which give any protection to the consumer.

This letter should be an appendix to the October 19ú letter

Respectfully submitted
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YMCA campaign rvith a donation of $50,000"
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: l(ey features: 1:

. . o New Fitness & Conditioning Centre

.,J, o State of the Art Fitness Eiuipment
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' i ',r [Jpgraded ShoVyers & Washqooms

e New Family & Special Needs Facilities; , -, ,., .' "----l'--

¡ lmproved Accéssibility & pa ing

.,Expanded Ch¡ld,Minding Facilities , :

. New Social/Meeting Space, ' . ':,
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We need your help to
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reach our.qoa.


